
Feature: 

1.Normal Diamond Segment For Cutting Granite size:40x7x15mm.

2.Long service life and high comprehensive cost performance.

3.Fast cutting, small cutting seam, flat stone surface and uniform size.

4.Stone Cutting Segment Wholesales has good sharpness, fast cutting speed and good
cutting efficiency.

Product Description： 

Normal diamond segment for cutting granite.40x7x15mm diamond cutter head, each
cutter head is made with high-quality diamond particles and metal powder.

Choosing a good diamond bit for your granite saw blade can save you a lot of cost and time.

High quality diamond materials are used in our each piece of high quality granite block
diamond segment.

Produced with high quality diamonds and materials to ensure the quality of granite diamond
segments. Multi saw blade diamond cutting segment.we specially made segments for soft,
medium, and hard marble. With the main features of fast cutting and long lifespan. Saving
you more than 50% cost and energy every time.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Normal Diamond Segment For Cutting Granite:

Name  
Segment Size   

Pack Each Box  Production Process  
L W H 

1000mm
Diamond Saw

Blade Segment 
40MM 7MM 15MM 52Pin Hot Pressing,

 Cold Pressing 

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Saw-Blade-With-M-Shape-Diamond-Segment.html


Multi-Blade And Single-Disc Saw Blade Specifications:



Product show 

1000mm Normal Diamond Segment For Cutting Granite Manufacturer







Application: 

Normal Diamond Segment For Cutting Granite,other hard stones.

China Stone blade segment for multi blades,Diamond Segment Cutting Supplier China
use for stone block.

This product is a conventional cutter head. The factory also produces other styles of cutter
heads, as well as the cutter heads of metal grinding blocks and drill bits.

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Edge-Cutting-Granite-Segment-Diamond-Segment-Cutting-Supplier.html


FAQ

1.What is your terms of payment?

We accept DHL,Fedex,TNT, UPS , etc.

2.Do you provide samples? Is it free or extra?

Yes, we could offer you the sample machine. But it's not free. You need to pay for the sample
and the cost of freight.

3. Will the company reduce cost and quality for price?

To reduce other unnecessary costs

To find good agents for lower shipping fees

To find the right suppliers of product materials

It will never reduce the quality of the product. We can optimize the product process and take



some measures to protect the quality of the product.s.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


